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Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery - It Always can be Best Version of Itself
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Once a patient of molar extraction now a Oral and Maxillofacial 
Surgeon, life has grown up completing the dream of being a sur-
geon. The present time is more about outlook. From a normal wir-
ing techniques for traumatic patients and resection of the lesion in 
cancer patient. The modern treatment plan has changed to mini 
plates fixation and different reconstruction technique. The pres-
ent scenario is not only focused to treated the disease, but also on 
achieving the ideal or near about ideal form. Earlier the esthetical-
ly outcome was afforded by the higher society because of cost, now 
things have been developed cutting down the expenditure. Oral 
and Maxillofacial surgeon is one among those who can treat for es-
thetically outcome results. From reconstructing the resected part 
with fibula graft to normal buccal prominence preservation using 
root preservation technique. It all can be performed by an oral 
surgeon. I have always focused for the same. But the importance 
of the stream has not accepted on the same scale. Research and 
data are hence required to show the value. So focus have always 
been to take the sector to a new horizon. There are techniques 
available which requires supportive data and samples to prove its 
effectiveness. Also to short out the indications to narrower list to 
minimize the associated complications. And if at all it occurs how 
to overcome those complications. If possible to develop a newer 
one because there is always a ray of hope to be a better one. Set a 
platform to utilize it. Oral surgeon has opportunities to rise more. 
It will be nice to join or be part of the groups who are budding to 
the stream and techniques. To be with suggestions and support to 
take it to next level.
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